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In this paper we show how dilators (in the sense of J.-Y. Girard) may be regarded as certain 
linearly ordered objects in the classifying topos for the theory of dense linear orders without end- 
points. Using this identification, we give new proofs of the basic ‘additive’ and ‘multiplicative’ 
decomposition theorems for dilators. 
Introduction 
In recent years the subject of nl-logic, which has been introduced and 
developed by J.-Y. Girard, has aroused a good deal of attention amongst logicians. 
One of the fundamental tools in this subject is the concept of a dilator, which is a 
certain kind of functor from ordinals to ordinals, and whose basic properties have 
been studied in a long article [6] by Girard. The purpose of this paper is to present 
an alternative view of dilators, based on the idea that they are linearly ordered ob- 
jects in a certain topos, and to show how this viewpoint (combined with known 
results of topos theory, in particular those of [l]) leads to rather simpler and more 
conceptual proofs of some of the basic theorems of [6]. We do not claim to have 
proved any new results on dilators (except possibly for Proposition 4.4 below); but 
we hope that the alternative viewpoint presented here will provide a rather more ac- 
cessible introduction to #-logic, for those having the necessary topos-theoretic 
background, than Girard’s paper. 
1. Basic definitions 
Throughout this paper, we shall be working with the category Lord of linearly 
ordered sets and strictly order-preserving maps (i.e. maps f such that x<y implies 
f(x) <f(y)) and with its full subcategory Word whose objects are well-ordered sets. 
* A major part of the research for this paper was carried out during the author’s visit to the University 
of Sydney in September and October 1987. He is grateful to the Australian Research Grants Committee 
for financial support which made that visit possible. 
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(Set-theorists may prefer to replace Word by its skeleton whose objects are von 
Neumann ordinals, as is done in [6]; of course, this makes no essential difference 
from a categorical point of view.) We shall further consider the subcategory Ford 
(cf. [S]) whose objects are the finite linear orders, i.e. those objects A of Lord such 
that both A and AoP are in Word. 
The categories Lord, Word and Ford have relatively few completeness and 
cocompleteness properties; but Lord, being the category of models of a coherent 
theory (cf. [3]), has all filtered colimits, and indeed (since the theory is disjunctive 
in the sense of [9]) it is (equivalent to) the ind-completion of its subcategory Ford 
of finitely-presentable objects (cf. [5], and also [lo, Chapter 61, for a general discus- 
sion of ind-completions). In particular this means that, for any category C with 
filtered colimits, there is an equivalence between the functor category [Ford, C] and 
the category SCont(Lord, C) of ‘Scott-continuous’ (= filtered-colimit-preserving) 
functors from Lord to C, the equivalence being given in one direction by left Kan 
extension along the inclusion Ford +Lord, and in the other by restriction. (Note: 
since we shall not encounter any right Kan extensions in this paper, we shall normal- 
ly drop the word “left” from “left Kan extension”; we shall also abuse notation 
by using the same symbol for a functor defined on Ford and for its Kan extension 
to Lord (or any subcategory thereof).) 
The category Word does not have all filtered colimits, but it forms a sieve in Lord 
(any morphism in Lord whose codomain is in Word has its domain in Word as well), 
and so the inclusion functor Word + Lord preserves and reflects colimits in a strong 
sense: if there exists a cone under a diagram in Word, then its colimit (if any) in 
Lord is already in Word, and is a colimit there. (A similar observation would apply 
to multi-colimits [5,9], but we shall not be concerned with these.) In particular, we 
see that SCont(Word, Word) is equivalent to a full subcategory of [Ford, Word] (or 
of [Ford, Lord]), consisting of those functors F whose Kan extensions to Lord send 
well-ordered sets to well-ordered sets. (In fact, as observed by Girard [6,2.1.15], it 
is sufficient to check this condition for the extension of F to the countable ordinals, 
because the property of non-well-orderedness is detected by the presence of coun- 
table descending sequences.) 
As with colimits, the three categories under discussion are not well-equipped with 
limits: in particular, they all lack terminal objects. But they do all have pullbacks: 






we take the intersection of the images off and g, linearly ordered as a subset of C, 
with (the restrictions of) f -’ and 8-l as its maps into A and B. A key result, noted 
by Girard [6,2.2.5] is the following: 
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Lemma 1.1. A functor Ford -+ Lord preserves pullbacks if and only if its Kan exten- 
sion to Lord does so. 
Proof. This follows easily from the fact that filtered colimits commute with 
pullbacks in Lord, since both are preserved by the forgetful functor Lord+ Set. 0 
Girard defines a dilator to be a functor Word + Word preserving filtered colimits 
and pullbacks. (Actually Girard considers only colimits over directed sets, rather 
than arbitrary filtered categories, but it is well known that this does not make any 
difference; cf. [7, I 8.1.61.) A morphism of dilators is just a natural transformation. 
Combining the remarks above, we have 
Proposition 1.2. The category Dil of dilators is equivalent o the full subcategory 
of [Ford, Word] consisting of functors F such that 
(a) F preserves pullbacks, and 
(b) (the Kan extension of) F sends (countable) ordinals to well-orders. 0 
We now focus our attention on condition (a). The category Ford satisfies the 
following three conditions: 
(i) every morphism is an equalizer; 
(ii) every pair of morphisms with common domain can be completed to a com- 
mutative square; and 
(iii) it does not have a terminal object. 
These conditions ensure that FordoP, equipped with its canonical (Grothendieck) 
topology J, is an atomic site in the sense of [l]; thus the topos &= Sh(Ford”“, J) is 
an atomic topos, i.e. the ‘constant sheaf’ functor Set+& is logical. Moreover, the 
topology J may be described explicitly as the topology in which every nonempty 
sieve is a cover. The connection with Proposition 1.2(a) is given by 
Proposition 1.3. Let F be a functor Ford --t Set. The following two conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) F is a sheaf for the topology J. 
(b) F preserves pullbacks, and F(f) is injective for every morphism f of Ford. 
Proof. Clearly, F is a J-sheaf iff it satisfies the sheaf axiom for each ‘principal 
cosieve’ generated by a single morphism f :x-y of Ford, since every J-covering 
cosieve contains such a cosieve. But to say that F satisfies the sheaf axiom for this 
cosieve is to say that F(f) is injective, and that its image is precisely 
{P E F( y) 1 F(g)(P) = F(h)(P) for all (g, 11) such that gf= hf). 
Now among the pairs (g, h) with gf= hf, we can certainly find one for which the 
square 
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x-y 
I I f g h 
y-2 
is a pullback, i.e. such that g(p) = h(P’) iff ,8 =B’E im f. Hence condition (b) implies 
that F is a sheaf. Conversely, suppose F is a sheaf; let 
h 
P-x 
k I 1 f g 
Y-Z 
be a pullback diagram in Ford, and let (x E F(x), p E F(y) be such that 
F(f)(a) = F(g)(P) = y say. We wish to show that there exists (a unique) 6 E F(p) with 
F(h)(6) = (r and F(k)(6) = /?; but since F(f) and F(g) are injective, it suffices to show 
that y lies in the image of F(fh) = F(gk). So let (I, m) be a pair of morphisms z+ t 
with lfh =mfh; we must show that F(l)(y) = F(m)(y). Now I and m agree on 
im fh = imfn im g; and it is not hard to see that we can construct a finite sequence 
of morphisms 
l=n,,n,,n, ,,.., n,=m 
with the property that for each i the maps n, and ni+r differ at just one element of 
z, not in the image of fh. Thus for each i we have either ni f = ni+ , f or nig = nj+ , g, 
and since y lies in the image of both F(f) and F(g) we deduce that 
F(Q)(Y) = F(n, + , MY) in either case. So F(l)(y) = F(m)(y), as required. 0 
Remark 1.4. It should be acknowledged that, although Proposition 1.3 is in a sense 
the only new result in this paper, it is not wholly original; it is inspired by a similar 
(unpublished) observation of S.H. Schanuel about the atomic site obtained if we 
replace Ford by the category of finite sets and all injective maps. 
‘Putting back the linear order on the range of F’ presents no problems. For any 
site (C, J), a partially ordered object of Sh(C, J) is just a sheaf of posets on C; for 
a general site, an internal linear order on a sheaf F would not correspond to a linear 
order on each F(x), but in the case of an atomic site it does since the functors 
‘evaluate at x’: Sh(C, J)+Set preserve disjunctions. Thus we have 
Corollary 1.5. Dil is equivalent o a full subcategory of the category Lord(G) of in- 
ternal linear orders in the topos & = Sh(FordoP, J), consisting of those functors 
F: Ford + Lord which are J-sheaves and satisfy condition (b) of Proposition 
1.2. 0 
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It would be natural to ask at this point whether the dilators are the internal well- 
ordered objects in 67. Unfortunately this is not so (it is not hard to verify that the 
well-orders in & are just the constant Word-valued functors); and indeed the sub- 
category Dil c Lord(E) cannot be characterized by conditions which are internal to 
8. For the identity functor Lord +Lord is a dilator, while the functor A cAop is 
not; but, although these two are not isomorphic as objects of Lord(&), there is an 
involution of & which interchanges them, namely that induced by the involution 
x++x”~ on Ford, and so any internal property satisfied by the former must be 
satisfied by the latter. Thus our study of dilators as ordered objects of G will have 
to be partly an external one, i.e. we shall have to take account of the way in which 
8 is defined relative to the topos of sets. 
2. Linear orders in an atomic topos 
Despite the foregoing remarks, it is appropriate at this point to consider what can 
be said about linearly ordered objects in a general atomic topos. We recall the 
characterization of atomic toposes given by Barr and Diaconescu [I]: a topos R is 
atomic iff every object of 8 is (uniquely) expressible as a sum (coproduct) of atoms, 
i.e. nonzero objects of & having no nontrivial subobjects. (If & is generated by an 
atomic site (C, J), then the atoms of & are exactly the epimorphic images of the 
representable functors Co” -+ Set - in the particular case C = FordoP which interests 
us, it happens that all such sheaves are representable.) We make the simplifying 
assumption throughout this section that & is a connected atomic topos, i.e. that its 
terminal object 1 is an atom; since a general atomic topos is expressible as a disjoint 
sum of connected ones, this is not an irksome restriction. 
If an object X of & is equipped with a linear order, then each constituent atom 
of X inherits a linear order as a subobject of X. One might have supposed that each 
atom would be convex as a subobject of X, but we shall shortly see that this is not 
so. The best we can do is 
Lemma 2.1. Let (X, < ) be a linearly ordered object in an atomic topos. If X is the 
convex hull of one of its atoms, then it is the convex hull of each of its atoms. 
Proof. Suppose X is the convex hull of an atom X0, and let X, be another atom. 
Then X0 - 1(X,) is not the whole of X0 (for otherwise X, would not be in the con- 
vex hull of X0), and so must be 0; and similarly X,, - ?(X,) = 0. Thus X0 is contain- 
ed in the convex hull of X,, and hence the latter is the whole of X. 0 
We shall say that a linearly ordered object (X, <) is a molecule if it satisfies the 
conditions of Lemma 2.1. (The term ‘molecule’ has been used with a different sense 
by Barr and Pare [2], but the present usage seems more appropriate.) 
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Corollary 2.2. Any linearly ordered object in an atomic topos is uniquely expressible 
as an ordered sum of molecules, indexed by a linearly ordered set. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, the distinct convex hulls of the atoms of X are pairwise dis- 
joint, and X is clearly their ordered sum. 0 
Note that if 1 occurs as one of the constituent atoms of a molecule (X, <), then 
we must have Xz 1, since 1 is trivially convex as a subobject of any ordered object. 
We shall say that a molecule (X, <) is nontrivial if X% 1. 
Now we give our promised example of a molecule which is not an atom. Let X 
be a nontrivial atom, and < a linear order on X. (Of course, we have not yet proved 
that any nontrivial linearly-orderable atoms exist, and in a general atomic topos 
there may be none; but we shall see in the next section that our particular topos 
Sh(FordoP, J) has a plentiful supply of them.) Then from the linearity of < it is 
easy to see that XxX, with its lexicographic ordering, is the convex hull of its 
diagonal subobject X-XxX. But the latter is an atom, so XxX is a molecule; 
and the diagonal is not the whole of XxX since X is nontrivial. 
This example is a particular case of a very general phenomenon concerning pro- 
ducts of molecules, which we may state as follows: 
Proposition 2.3. Let (Z, <) be a linearly ordered object in a connected atomic topos. 
The folio wing are equivalent: 
(i) There exists an order-embedding Z-+Xx Y where (X, <) is a nontrivial 
molecule, (Y, < ) is any linearly ordered object and X x Y has lexicographic ordering 
(with X as the more significant factor). 
(ii) There exists an order-reflecting map (equivalently, a ~-preserving map) 
f: Z-X where (X,<) is a nontrivial molecule. 
(iii) (Z, <) is a nontrivial molecule. 
Proof. (i) 3 (ii). The composite Z-XX Y 4 X (where p is the projection on the 
first factor) is easily seen to be order-reflecting. The fact that reflecting < is 
equivalent to preserving 2 is an easy consequence of trichotomy. 
(ii) =) (iii). Let Z, be a constituent atom of Z, and X0 its image under f. Then X0 
is an atom, and X is its convex hull. Since X is a nontrivial molecule, it cannot have 
a greatest member (for any such would be a proper convex subobject); so given z E Z 
we can find XE X0 with f(z)<x (and not merely f(z)sx). Then since f: ZO-+XO is 
epimorphic we can find Z’E Z, with f (2’) =x; and z<z’ since f is order-reflecting. 
So l(Z,) is the whole of Z; and similarly T (Z,) = Z. 
(iii) * (i). Take X= Y= Z and the diagonal embedding. 0 
In particular, the product of a nontrivial molecule with an arbitrary linearly 
ordered object is a molecule, provided it is given the lexicographic ordering in which 
the molecule is more significant than the other factor. If we think of products as 
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rectangles, this says that a molecule can be arbitrarily long provided it is thin 
enough. (Perhaps one should call such molecules polymers.) 
The proof of the implication (iii) * (i) in Proposition 2.3 is in some respects un- 
satisfactory; for just as Corollary 2.2 provides an ‘additive’ decomposition of a 
linearly ordered object into pieces (molecules) which are in some sense simpler than 
the original object, so one would like to have a ‘multiplicative’ decomposition 
theorem which embeds an arbitrary nontrivial molecule into a product of ordered 
objects which are simpler than itself. For example, is it possible to take the object 
X in Proposition 2.3(i) to be an atom, and not just a molecule? In an arbitrary 
atomic topos, where we are given no further information about the set of atoms and 
their orderings, there seems to be no hope of proving a result of this kind; but for 
our particular topos Sh(FordoP, J) we shall eventually be able to derive such a 
result - see Corollary 4.2 below. 
3. Sh(FordoP, J) as a classifying topos 
We now return to the study of our particular atomic topos &= Sh(Ford”“, J). 
The first thing to note about it is that the geometric theory which it classifies is a 
well-known one, the theory il, of dense linear orders without endpoints. (A detail- 
ed proof of this fact is given in [ 14, Theorem 2.2.11; see also [ 11, Section 31.) The 
fact that G is connected and atomic corresponds to the fact that II, is complete and 
X,-categorical; see [4]. Note also that: we have an alternative description of R as 
the topos %(G,) of sets with a continuous action of the topological group G, of 
order-preserving permutations of Q (the countable model of LL,); cf. [13,3.3] or 
[12, VIII 3.11 for the general result of which this is a particular case. (In fact the 
equivalence Sh(Ford’“, J)- g(G,) may be described explicitly as the restriction to 
sheaves of the composite 
[Ford, Set] --t [Lord, Set] + [G,, Set] 
where the first factor is Kan extension along Ford+Lord, and the second is 
restriction along the functor G, +Lord obtained by regarding G, as a submonoid 
of the endomorphism monoid of Q in Lord. That is, to find the continuous G,-set 
corresponding to a J-sheaf F: Ford -+ Set, we simply evaluate (the Kan extension of) 
Fat Q and let G, act on this set in the only sensible way.) 
The thing of importance to us which arises from the above discussion is that every 
object X of & can be viewed as the result of a ‘geometric construction’ (i.e. one in- 
volving finite limits and arbitrary colimits) performed on the generic model of the 
theory II,. If L is a dense linear order in an arbitrary topos 9, classified by a 
geometric morphismf:@+&, thenf*(X) is the result of carrying out the same con- 
struction on L. 
With this in mind, let us examine the atoms of & and their linear orderings. As 
we have already remarked, the atoms of & are exactly the representable functors 
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Ford-Set; we shall write A, for the atom hom(n, -), where n is a natural number 
(regarded as a finite ordinal). A, is the constant functor with value 1, i.e. the ter- 
minal object of & (and has a unique linear order). A, is the forgetful functor 
Ford-t Set, i.e. (the underlying object of) the generic model of IL,. For n ~2, A, 
has a canonical embedding into the nth Cartesian power of A,; we may regard it as 
{(x0,x,, . . . . x,~,)EA;Ixo<x,<...<x,_,}, 
i.e. as the ‘(open) n-simplex’ constructed from the generic linear order. 
It is easy to see that A, has (at least) 2”. 12 ! linear orderings; for we may order 
Al in two distinct ways (the generic ordering and its opposite), and then order A, 
lexicographically as a subobject of A; by choosing any of the n! possible orderings 
of its factors and any of the 2” possible choices of ‘right way up’ or ‘upside down’ 
for each factor. Our next aim is to prove the (intuitively obvious) fact that these are 
the only possible orderings of A,; however, before we embark on this proof, it will 
be convenient to introduce an important external condition on linear orders in E. 
(Recall that we observed the need for some such condition at the end of Section 1.) 
The three categories Lord, Word and Ford are enriched over the category Pos of 
partially ordered sets; that is, their horn-sets have a natural partial order, defined by 
fsg e f(x)lg(x) for all xEdomf=domg. 
It is thus natural to give special consideration to the functors between these 
categories which are Pos-enriched, i.e. those F such that f <g implies F(f) <F(g). 
Girard [6,2.3.9] observed that the enriched structure in Word is definable in terms 
of the ordinary category structure, since f 5 g iff there exist morphisms h and k such 
that hg = khf; hence any functor Word + Word, and in particular any dilator, is 
automatically enriched. (Clearly, there can be no corresponding result for either 
Ford or Lord, since on both of these categories we have the non-enriched endofunc- 
tor A c--t A’“.) 
We shall call an object of Lord(G) positive if it is enriched as a functor 
Lord + Lord (or equivalently Ford + Lord - if FE Lord(&) fails to preserve the 
relative order of two maps f, g in Lord, this fact will be detectable from the effect 
of F on the restrictions off and g to some finite subset of their domain); and we 
write Lord(&)+ for the full subcategory of positive linear orders in 8. The positive 
linear orders in & are exactly what Girard [6,4.4. l] calls predilutors. 
Lemma 3.1. (i) The subcategories Lord(&)+ and Dil are both sieves in Lord(&). 
(ii) A linear order in & ispositive iff each of the molecules in its canonical decom- 
position (cf. Corollary 2.2) is positive. 
(iii) A linear order in & is a dilator iff each of the molecules in its canonical 
decomposition is a dilator, and the ordered set indexing the decomposition is a 
well-order. 
Proof. (i) It is easy to see that if a : F + G is a natural transformation between Lord- 
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valued functors, and G(f) 5 G(g), then F(f) 5 F(g); so F inherits positivity from G. 
The result for Dil follows directly from the fact that Word is a sieve in Lord. 
(ii) In one direction the implication follows directly from (i), since each consti- 
tuent molecule of F admits a map into F. The converse is similarly straightforward. 
(iii) As with (ii), the necessity of the first condition follows from (i). For the 
necessity of the second condition, observe that for any atom (and hence for any 
nonzero object) F of &, we have F(n) # 0 for all sufficiently large natural numbers 
n, and hence F(u) # 0. Hence if F= C iC I F; is an ordered-sum decomposition of F 
into nonzero pieces, then F(o) contains a subset order-isomorphic to I. The con- 
verse follows from the fact that an ordered sum of well-ordered sets, indexed by a 
well-ordered set. is well-ordered. 0 
The molecules which are dilators are just the perfect dilators of Girard [6,3.1.4]; 
thus Lemma 3.l(iii), combined with Corollary 2.3, yields Girard’s decomposition 
theorem [6, 3.1.51. Note that part (ii) of Lemma 3.1 would remain valid if we replac- 
ed the molecular decomposition by the atomic one, but part (iii) would not - we 
shall see shortly that every positive ordered atom in & is a dilator, but not every 
positive molecule is a dilator. 
Theorem 3.2. The atom A, has exactly 2”. n! linear orderings in &. Of these, n! are 
positive; and the positive ones are all dilators. 
Proof. We have already described the 2”’ n! different orderings of A,; and it is 
easy to see that the positive ones are just those which have all n factors ‘right way 
UP’, since if the ith factor is ‘upside down’ then A, fails to preserve the relative 
ordering of the two maps n + n + 1 in Ford which differ only at i- 1. Moreover, the 
positive orderings are dilators, since if A, is equipped with one of them then we 
have an order-embedding A.(a)+ an for each ordinal (Y, where on is ordered 
lexicographically. So it remains to prove that no other orderings of A, are possible. 
In order to determine all possible linear orders on A,, we must consider the 
subobjects of A:. Now Ai has 
f(n)= l?l 
mzO (“‘n’“)(:n) 
atoms, (“‘in )(k) of them being of type A,,,. This number grows fairly rapidly 
with n (f(l)=3, f(3)=63, f(5)= 1583), and since Ai has 2jcn) subobjects it may ap- 
pear a daunting task to find all those which are linear orders. However, the task is 
simplified by observing that the atoms other than the diagonal come in pairs of ‘op- 
posites’, and that each linear order must contain exactly one atom from each such 
pair. Moreover, we shall see that it suffices to look at the atoms of types A,, 1 and 
A n+2 in order to determine the ordering completely. 
Let x=(x0,x1 ,..., x,-i) and y=(y,,y 1, . . . . Y,_~) be two elements of the n- 
simplex A,. (It will be helpful, in what follows, to think of A, not as a functor 
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Ford + Set but as a geometric construction on dense linear orders.) The atom of AZ 
to which the pair (x, y) belongs is determined by a system of equalities and ine- 
qualities like 
x,<x, =Yo<X~<Yi<Y2<x~**. 
(which must be compatible with the inequalities x,<x, < ... <xn_, andy,<y, < a** < 
Y,_ i), and we shall use such systems to specify particular atoms of Ai. 
Let < be a linear order on A,. First we consider, for each i< n, which atom 
from the pair 
(xo=y,< *.. <Xj<Yj< ..* <x,-t =yn_i, 
Xo=Yo< “’ <Yj<Xi< .‘.<x,Pi=y,_,) 
(in which xj=yj for all j# i) is contained in < ; clearly, this gives us 2” possibilities. 
To simplify the notation in what follows, let us deal with the case in which the first 
member of the pair has been chosen for each i, i.e. each factor has been ordered 
right way up. Now we consider, for each i<j, the atom 
(Xo=Yo< *‘* <Xj<Yi< “. <Yj<Xj< . ..<x._, =y,_1) 
(in which x, =y, for all k other than i and j) and its opposite, which tell us whether 
the (i+ 1)th factor is lexicographically more significant than the (j+ 1)th factor; 
although there are (i) such pairs, the number of possible choices is only n! and not 
2(;), since transitivity of < tells us that if the (i+ 1)th factor is more significant 
than the (j+ 1)th and the (j+ 1)th more significant than the (k+ l)th, then the 
(i+ 1)th is more significant than the (k+ 1)th. (To see this, suppose x and y are 
elements of the n-simplex with xj<yi, Xk>Yk and all other coordinates equal; then 
by density of the linear order we can choose t between max(Xj- i, Yj_ ]) and Xj, and 
define z with zi =y,, zj = t and other coordinates equal to those of x. Then we find 
that (XJ) and (z,y) both belong to < , so we must have (x,y) E < .) 
In a similar manner, we now find that the linear order < is completely determined 
by the choices we have made, plus transitivity: given any pair (x,y) of elements of 
the n-simplex, we may interpolate a finite sequence 
such that each pair (zi,zi+,) belongs to one of the atoms we have already con- 
sidered, and we have either (zi, zi+ i) E < throughout or (Zi+ 1, zi) E < throughout. 
(The proof that this can be done in general involves horrendous notational com- 
plications; actually doing it in any particular case is an easy exercise.) 0 
The dilators which are atoms are exactly what Girard [6,3.2.1] calls prime 
dilators; so Theorem 3.2 contains Girard’s classification [6,3.2.4 and 3.2.51 of 
prime dilators. (Girard’s prime dilators of degree IZ are just those whose underlying 
object is A,.) 
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4. The multiplicative decomposition of a molecule 
Our aim in this section is to fulfil the promise made after the proof of Proposition 
2.3, by decomposing a nontrivial molecule (X, <) in & as a subobject of a (lex- 
icographic) product A xX’, where A is an atom and (X’, <‘) is an ordered object 
‘simpler’ than X. Actually, we shall do this only for positive molecules (X, <); but 
since we are primarily interested in dilators, this is not an irksome restriction. 
In the category Ford there are exactly n maps from 1 to n, so by the Yoneda lem- 
ma there are exactly n maps from A, to A, in 8, which are the composites of the 
inclusion A, -A; with the II product projections. (Note: the product projections 
are not the only maps from A? to A, in 8.) Given a positive linear order < on A,, 
(n 2 l), the projection on the (lexicographically) most significant factor may be 
distinguished as the unique 5 -preserving (equivalently, <-reflecting) map 
(A,, <) + (A i, <), where the ordering on A, is the unique positive one. 
Now, given a positive linear order (in particular a positive molecule) (X, <) in 8, 
the restriction of < to each atom of X is positive by Lemma 3.1(i), and so (if the 
atom is nontrivial) induces a canonical map from the atom to A,, as above. X is 
the coproduct of its atoms, so if it contains no copies of the atom A0 we get a 
canonical map from X itself to A,. 
Lemma 4.1. For any nontrivial positive molecule (X, <), the canonical map 
f: X+ A, defined above is I -preserving. 
Proof. We know that f is 5 -preserving when restricted to any atom of X, so it suf- 
fices to consider pairs of elements coming from distinct atoms of X. Let X0 and X, 
be distinct atoms of X, and suppose X0 is a copy of A,. Given a point x of X0, we 
may define a Dedekind section of X,, namely 
({Y EX, jY=M {YEX, Ix<y}); 
note that both these sets are inhabited, since Xis a molecule and so x is in the convex 
hull of Xi. Now the restriction off to X, is 5 -preserving and epimorphic, so the 
images of these two sets under f are a pair (L, U) of inhabited subsets of A,, which 
satisfy all the axioms for a Dedekind section except that they may overlap in a single 
point. In theory, there are four possibilities: 
(a) L has no greatest member, and U has no least member. 
(b) L has a greatest member, but U has no least member. 
(c) L has no greatest member, but U has a least member. 
(d) L has a greatest member, and U has a least member. 
In case (d), the sets L and U necessarily overlap, since the linear ordering on At is 
dense. Thus in each of cases (b), (c) and (d) the pair (L, U) defines a unique element 
(g(x), say) of A,; hence if we can show that case (a) never occurs, we shall have 
defined a map g:X,+A,, which is easily seen to be ~-preserving. But there is a 
unique such map, namely (the restriction of)f; and from the definition of g we have, 
for YEX,, 
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Y<X * f(Y)EL * f(Y) 5 g(x) =f(x> 
and similarly y > x implies f(y) rf(x). So f is 5 -preserving on X0 11 Xi, and hence 
on the whole of X. 
It remains to show that case (a) does not occur. Viewed ‘externally’ (i.e. globally), 
A, has no Dedekind sections, since it is an atom. But we began by choosing an ele- 
ment x of X0 =A,; thus we are really looking at the object (A, xA,+A,) of the 
atomic topos R/A,. And the latter decomposes as an (ordered) sum of (2n + 1) 
atoms, n of type A, and (n + 1) of type A, + ,. (In terms of geometric constructions 
on dense linear orders, this says that the choice of an element of the n-simplex 
decomposes the given order into the n points which are the coordinates of the given 
element, and the (n + 1) intervals between them.) It is now easy to determine all the 
Dedekind sections of this object, and in particular to see that none of them are of 
type (a). 0 
The result of Lemma 4.1, restricted to dilator molecules, appears in [6] as Pro- 
position 3.2.9, although Girard’s proof is substantially different from the one just 
given. 
Corollary 4.2. A nontrivial positive linear order (X, <) in & is a molecule iff it can 
be order-embedded in a (lexicographic) product A, x Y, where A, has its positive 
ordering and (Y, < ) is some positive ordered object. 
Proof. One direction is a particular case of Proposition 2.3. Conversely, if (X, <) 
is a nontrivial positive molecule, then it follows from Lemma 4.1 that 
(f, idx) : X+ A, XX is an order-embedding. q 
The proof of the left-to-right implication in Corollary 4.2 is still unsatisfactory, 
in that we would like the object Y in the statement to be somehow ‘simpler’ than 
X. One possibility which suggests itself is the following: given a nontrivial (positive) 
molecule (X, <), let X’ denote the coproduct of copies of A,_, (for variable n I 1) 
corresponding to the copies of A, in X. Then, putting together the embeddings 
(f, g) : A, --t A, x A, ~I (where f is projection on the most significant factor, and g 
projection on the remaining factors), we get an embedding (f,g) :X-A, xX’. Can 
we impose an ordering <’ on X’ so that this becomes an order-embedding? 
As evidence that this problem is of a different order of difficulty from those we 
have considered so far, let us point out that the ordering <’ need not be unique. 
Example 4.3. Let X be the coproduct of two copies of AZ, of which the first copy 
(whose elements we shall denote (xi, y,)) has the positive ordering in which the se- 
cond factor is more significant, and the second (whose elements we denote (x2, yz)) 
has the other positive ordering. Define the order-relation between elements of dif- 
ferent atoms by 
(xl,~i)<(xz,yz) iff _vlsx2. 
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It is easily verified that (X, <) is a positive molecule. X’ is the coproduct of two 
copies of A,, and has four possible positive orderings <‘: that in which the first 
atom lies entirely below the second, that in which an element x from the first lies 
below an element y from the second iff x~y, that in which x<‘y iff x<y, and that 
in which the second atom lies entirely below the first. It is st,raightforward to verify 
that the first three of these orderings all yield order-embeddings X-A, XX’, and 
only the fourth fails to do so. 
Thus, in the construction of the ordering <‘, we are going to have to make ar- 
bitrary choices. In the example above, we should clearly prefer the first of the three 
possibilities, since it maximizes the number of molecules into which X’decomposes, 
and we adopt this as our guiding principle. 
In what follows, we shall suppose given a nontrivial positive molecule (X, <), and 
we shall write elements of X as pairs (t, x) where t E A, and x E X’. Note that the 
order-relation <’ is uniquely determined by < within each constituent atom of X’, 
by our classification of linearly ordered atoms; so the problem is to define the rela- 
tion <’ between elements of distinct atoms. Let x and y be two such elements, lying 
in atoms which are copies of A,,,_, and A,_, respectively. 
We shall say that x and y are comparable (and write xliy) if there exists t EA I 
such that both (t,x) and (t, y) belong to X. Clearly, for comparable elements we must 
have 
(&x)<(f,y) for some suitable t * x<‘y 
a (t,x) < (t, y) for all suitable t, 
and we must check that this is consistent, i.e. that the ordering of (t,x) and (t, y) is 
independent of the choice of t (subject only to the condition that they both belong 
to X). The point is that, as in the last part of the proof of Lemma 4.1, the choice 
of the points x and y ‘splits’ A, into a number of atoms which lies between 
2 max{ yn, n} - 1 and 2m + 2n - 3 (depending on the number of coincidences between 
coordinates of x and y), but there is only one of these atoms which yields ‘suitable’ 
values of t. Since this atom cannot be further subdivided, it follows that all suitable 
values of f must behave in the same way with respect to the ordering < on X. 
Next, we shall say that x is inferior to y (and write x< y) if, whenever (f,x) and 
(u, y) both belong to X, we have t < u in A,, i.e. if the range of ‘suitable’ values of 
t for x lies entirely below that for y. In this case, by increasing some of the coor- 
dinates of x, we can find x* in the same atom as x with x<‘x*ll y, and similarly we 
can find y* in the same atom as y with x // y*<‘y. We suppose that x* and y* are 
chosen so as to disturb the coordinates of x and y minimally, i.e. without changing 
the relative order of any pair of coordinates other than those which have to be 
changed to produce an overlap in the ranges of suitable values of t. (For example, 
if we have xe<x, <yO<y, =x2 and the ranges of suitable values are (x0,x,) and 
(y,,,y,), we define x:=x,,, x2*=x2 and choose x: between y, and y, .) If now we 
have x*<‘y or x<‘y* (according to the definition in the previous paragraph), then 
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we must put x<‘y; but in fact an ‘indiscernibility’ argument similar to that in the 
last paragraph shows that these two cases are the same, and that they do not depend 
on the choice of x* and y* (subject to the constraint mentioned above). 
If, in the situation of the last paragraph, we have y<‘x* and y*<‘x, then we may 
have a free choice in defining the ordering of x and y (although there may be con- 
straints involving elements from other atoms of X’); in this case we choose to order 
them the same way round as x* and y, i.e. y<‘x. We have now defined the relation 
<’ in sufficiently many cases to satisfy the law of trichotomy, and it remains to 
verify that <’ is transitive. Once again, we do this by cases; as an example, let us 
deal with the case when xl1 y and yllz but x < z. 
In this case it is not hard to see that we may choose x* (with x<‘x*(/z) in such 
a way that the relative ordering of the coordinates of x and y is not disturbed, since 
the only coordinates of x which have to be moved lie within the range of suitable 
values of t for y. Moreover, once we have done this we can choose a single value 
of t which is simultaneously suitable for x*, y and z. Now if we had x<‘y<‘z, then 
we must also have x*<‘y (since the pairs (x,y) and (x*,y) lie in the same atom of 
A,,, ~, x A, ,); hence (t, x*) < (t, y) < (t, z) and by transitivity of < on X we have 
(t,x*)<(t,z),sox*<‘zandhencex<‘.z. Similarly,ifz<‘y<‘xweobtainz<‘x*and 
hence z < ‘x. 
Dealing similarly with the other cases of transitivity, we may conclude the proof 
of 
Proposition 4.4. Let (X, <) be a nontrivial positive molecule, and let X’ be the ob- 
ject defined before Example 4.3. Then there is a (positive) linear ordering <’ on 
X’, such that (X, C) may be order-embedded in the lexicographic product of A, 
with (X’, <‘). q 
The reader may verify that, if we carry out the above construction of <’ in the 
situation of Example 4.3, we do indeed get the first of the three possible orderings. 
To reinterpret Proposition 4.4 as a result about dilators, we need 
Proposition 4.5. In the situation of Proposition 4.4, (X‘, <‘) is a dilator iff (X, <) 
is. 
Proof. One direction is easy: for any ordinal a, we have an order-embedding 
X(o) + a x X’(a), and hence if X’(a) is well-ordered, then so is X(o). The converse 
is less straightforward: given an infinite descending sequence in X’(a), we cannot 
immediately produce one in X(U), because the canonical map X(a)-+X’(a) is 
neither surjective nor order-preserving. However, given such a descending sequence 
(X”,X,,X2, ... 1, an argument based on shifting some of the coordinates of the x,, 
similar to those we employed in the proof of Proposition 4.4, produces a new 
descending sequence (y,,y,, y,, . . . ) in X’(p) for some P>a, such that there exists 
a single y</3 for which the pairs (y, yi) l /?xX’(p) all belong to (the image of) 
X(/3), and hence form a descending sequence there. 0 
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The result corresponding to Propositions 4.4 and 4.5 does not appear in [6], 
although its content would seem to be related to that of Girard’s ‘second decomposi- 
tion theorem’ [6,3.4.11]. Girard’s result is formulated in terms of bifators, which 
are functors Word x Word --t Word having similar continuity properties to dilators. 
It seems likely that such functors can be interpreted as ordered objects in the topos 
of sheaves on (Ford x Ford)OP for the atomic topology; this is the classifying topos 
for the (two-sorted) theory of a pair of dense linear orders, or equivalently for the 
theory of a single dense linear order equipped with a Dedekind section of type (a) 
(as we called it in the proof of Lemma 4.1). If so, then there is scope for applying 
the topos-theoretic ideas of this paper to bilators (and to the other exotic creatures 
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